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Women Who Don't Wait in Line
Jesus was the only person in history who did "everything" right--not only in saving the world but also in daily life. He was the
greatest leader and the most influential person ever. Jesus' life gives readers a model for success with significance that never
has been equaled. Includes a group discussion guide.

Hey, Kiddo (National Book Award Finalist)
New York Times, USA Today, and Wall Street Journal Bestseller! Girls can rule the world—all they need is confidence. This
empowering, entertaining guide from the bestselling authors of The Confidence Code gives girls the essential yet elusive code
to becoming bold, brave, and fearless. It’s a paradox familiar to parents everywhere: girls are achieving like never before, yet
they’re consumed with doubt on the inside. Girls worry constantly about how they look, what people think, whether to try out
for a sports team or school play, why they aren’t getting “perfect” grades, and how many likes and followers they have online.
Katty Kay and Claire Shipman use cutting-edge science and research, as well as proven methods of behavioral change, to reach
girls just when they need it the most—the tween and teen years. Packed with graphic novel strips; appealing illustrations; fun
lists, quizzes, and challenges; and true stories from tons of real girls, The Confidence Code for Girls teaches girls to embrace
risk, deal with failure, and be their most authentic selves. If you or the girl in your life loved The Gutsy Girl or Rad American
Women A-Z, you'll love this.

#VERYFAT #VERYBRAVE
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An intimate and inspiring memoir and call to action from Pat Mitchell -- groundbreaking media icon, global advocate for
women's rights, and co-founder and curator of TEDWomen Pat Mitchell is a serial ceiling smasher. The first woman to own and
host a nationally syndicated daily talk show, and the first female president of CNN productions and PBS, Mitchell has been
lauded as a powerful changemaker and a relentless advocate for women and girls. In Becoming a Dangerous Woman, Mitchell
shares her own path to power, from a childhood spent on a cotton farm in the South to her unprecedented rise in media and
global affairs. Full of intimate, fascinating stories, such as an encounter with Fidel Castro while wearing a swimsuit, and
traveling to war zones with Eve Ensler and Glenn, Becoming a Dangerous Woman is an inspiring call to arms for women who
are ready to dismantle the barriers they see in their own lives.

Culture Warrior
Full-time FindingJoy.net blogger, speaker, marketer, podcaster, and single mom of seven, Rachel Marie Martin presents a
rallying cry to anyone who believes the lie that she is "just a mom." Over the years, you willingly pour everything you have into
your family, but in the process, you lose the essence of who you are. In her characteristic raw and visceral style, Rachel
teaches you how to rewrite the pages of your story, follow your passion, and discover the beauty of who you are. Drawing on
lessons from her own incredible journey--together with insight from conversations with thousands of other women--Rachel
encourages moms to break cycles, take off masks, and prevent fear from taking control. She balances her "no excuses"
approach with breathing room and grace for those messy moments in life and mothering. Rachel reminds you there is always a
reason to hope, to move forward, and to dare the impossible. You can make changes. You can pursue dreams, find yourself, and
live a life of deep happiness and boundless joy. Stop waiting for "someday." Take hold of the moment, and say yes to your
dreams.

The Gratitude Diaries
In Maryrose Wood's stunning middle-grade novel, Alice's Farm, a brave young rabbit must work with her natural predators to
save her farmland home and secretly help the farm’s earnest but incompetent new owners. When a new family moves into
Prune Street Farm, Alice and the other cottontails are cautious. The new owners are from the city; the family and their dog are
not at all what the rabbits expect, and soon Alice is making new friends and doing things no rabbit has done before. When she
overhears a plan by a developer to run the family off and bulldoze the farm, Alice comes up with a plan, helped by the farmer’s
son, and other animals, including a majestic bald eagle. Here is a stunning celebration of life, the bitter and the sweet. Alice is
some rabbit—a character readers will love for generations to come.

Bang!
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! Part how-to, part girl-empowerment, and all fun, from the leader of the movement
championed by Sheryl Sandberg, Malala Yousafzai, and John Legend. Since 2012, the organization Girls Who Code has taught
computing skills to and inspired over 40,000 girls across America. Now its founder, Reshma Saujani, wants to inspire you to be
a girl who codes! Bursting with dynamic artwork, down-to-earth explanations of coding principles, and real-life stories of girls
and women working at places like Pixar and NASA, this graphically animated book shows what a huge role computer science
plays in our lives and how much fun it can be. No matter your interest—sports, the arts, baking, student government, social
justice—coding can help you do what you love and make your dreams come true. Whether you’re a girl who’s never coded
before, a girl who codes, or a parent raising one, this entertaining book, printed in bold two-color and featuring art on every
page, will have you itching to create your own apps, games, and robots to make the world a better place.

The Best We’ve Been
Who was at the forefront of women's right to vote? We know a few famous names, like Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, but what about so many others from diverse backgrounds—black, Asian, Latinx, Native American, and more—who helped
lead the fight for suffrage? On the hundredth anniversary of the historic win for women's rights, it's time to celebrate the
names and stories of the women whose stories have yet to be told. Gorgeous portraits accompany biographies of such fierce
but forgotten women as Yankton Dakota Sioux writer and advocate Zitk la, Mary Eliza Church Terrell, who cofounded the
National Association of Colored Women (NACW), and Mabel Ping-Hua Lee, who, at just sixteen years old, helped lead the
biggest parade in history to promote the cause of suffrage. FINISH THE FIGHT will fit alongside important collections that tell
the full story of America's fiercest women. Perfect for fans of GOOD NIGHT STORIES FOR REBEL GIRLS and BAD GIRLS
THROUGHOUT HISTORY.

Pivot
“Nataly's passion is contagious and persuades us that happiness might be possible even when life is hard.” —Shawn Achor, New
York Times bestselling author of Big Potential and The Happiness Advantage “Happier Now will feed your soul and nourish
your mind. Expect inspiration, practical advice, and greater confidence that true, lasting happiness is within reach.” —Elena
Brower, author of Practice You Do you find yourself stuck in the “I’ll be happy when . . .” trap, believing that achievements or
big life changes are what will bring you lasting happiness? In Happier Now, nationally recognized emotional health expert
Nataly Kogan shares her lifelong struggle of searching for the elusive “big happy” to how she finally made the essential
mindset shifts that allowed her to live with more self-compassion, joy, and meaning. Nataly redefines happiness as a skill that
anyone can cultivate. She shares a wealth of simple, science-backed practices—used successfully by more than a million
people—so you can experience more joy in ordinary moments and greater resilience when times get tough. Nataly’s approach is
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grounded and practical. You won’t be asked to make difficult, time-consuming changes or gloss over life’s very real challenges.
Rather, you’ll learn five core skills—and the science behind them—so you can feel more joy and less stress in your daily life.
Highlights include: - 3 mindset shifts to make happiness and emotional health a reality - Why happiness doesn’t mean being
positive all the time - Research and tips to help you practice self-compassion - Daily Anchors—a custom set of practices to help
you cultivate joy daily - The 5-Minute Happier Workout—for whenever you need a boost - Strengthen your “emotional immune
system”—develop resilience for when times are tough Filled with accessible, science-based exercises and inspiring stories,
Happier Now will help you bring more happiness and meaning into your life, beginning today.

What Does a Princess Really Look Like?
The founders of one of today's hottest, most innovative advertising agencies explain how to ignite the kind of marketing
explosions that will capture customers' attention. Linda Kaplan Thaler, the CEO and Chief Creative Officer of the Kaplan Thaler
Group, is the brains behind a host of memorable and highly successful ads, from the irresistibly sentimental "Kodak moment"
campaign to Herbal Essences' "totally organic experience" to, most recently, the irrepressible AFLAC duck. In Bang!, Kaplan
Thaler and Robin Koval of the Kaplan Thaler Group, currently ranked as the fastest-growing ad agency in the country, offer the
kind of out-of-the-box thinking and proven strategies that marketers anywhere can use to create loud, clear, attention-grabbing
messages about their products and services. Presenting an arsenal of "big bang" ideas, the authors discuss how to create a
memorable publicity hook and how to design attention-grabbing packaging that taps into consumers' innermost desires. They
interweave entertaining accounts of their successes and failures, as well as those of other companies to suggest specific ways
to establish an atmosphere conducive to innovative breakthroughs--why having "enough" time to work on a project can be a
disadvantage, and why having a small staff in a cramped space is often the best way to come up with big ideas. Full of colorful
anecdotes and inspiring accounts of campaigns that have catapulted revenues and increased market shares, Bang! shows how
to create a marketing campaign that rises above the banal barrage of commercials to create a genuine marketing explosion.
From the Hardcover edition.

Brave, Not Perfect
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • Inspired by her popular TED Talk, the founder and CEO of Girls Who Code urges women
to embrace imperfection and live a bolder, more authentic life. “A timely message for women of all ages: Perfection isn’t just
impossible but, worse, insidious.”—Angela Duckworth, bestselling author of Grit Imagine if you lived without the fear of not
being good enough. If you didn’t care how your life looked on Instagram. If you could let go of the guilt and stop beating
yourself up for making human mistakes. Imagine if, in every decision you faced, you took the bolder path? As women, too many
of us feel crushed under the weight of our own expectations. We run ourselves ragged trying to please everyone, pass up
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opportunities that scare us, and avoid rejection at all costs. There’s a reason we act this way, Saujani says. As girls, we were
taught to play it safe. Well-meaning parents and teachers praised us for being quiet and polite, urged us to be careful so we
didn’t get hurt, and steered us to activities at which we could shine. As a result, we grew up to be women who are afraid to
fail. It’s time to stop letting our fears drown out our dreams and narrow our world, along with our chance at happiness. By
choosing bravery over perfection, we can find the power to claim our voice, to leave behind what makes us unhappy, and to go
for the things we genuinely, passionately want. Perfection may set us on a path that feels safe, but bravery leads us to the one
we’re authentically meant to follow. In Brave, Not Perfect,Saujani shares powerful insights and practices to help us let go of
our need for perfection and make bravery a lifelong habit. By being brave, not perfect, we can all become the authors of our
best and most joyful life.

Girls Who Code
A prize-winning reporter, his wife, and their two kids describe life in Disney's vision of the future. In 1997, six months after
the first residents had moved into Celebration, Florida-Disney's town of the future with its distinctly retro link to a longed-for
past-Doug and Cathy and their two kids closed on their new home and settled down to participate in (and observe) this new
venture. Their report from the trenches will surprise both Disney haters and Disney fans. What is it like to start a new
community-not a suburb or subdivision, but a town, inted to be a self-supporting community with the best of the new
technologies (including the very latest in teaching techniques) and the most cherished elements in American towns that existed
before the automobile turned everything into a mall? For almost two years the family lived this experiment firsthand. Their
report is vivid, funny, and painful-and it tells us as much about ourselves and our hopes and dreams as it does about the daily
reality of building a community from the ground up.

Becoming a Dangerous Woman
From United States Senator Kirsten Gillibrand comes an inspiring picture book about ten suffragists who fought for women's
right to vote. Senator Kirsten Gillibrand was inspired by her own great-grandmother, grandmother, and mother to be bold and
brave--to stand up and fight for what she believes in. But who inspired them? The long chain of women before them who spoke
out for what's right--women who taught each generation that followed how to be bold and brave. Here are the stories of ten
leaders who strove to win the right to vote for American women--a journey that took more than seventy years of passionate
commitment. From well-known figures, such as Susan B. Anthony and Sojourner Truth to lesser known women such as Alice
Paul and Mary Church Terrell, these are heroes who dreamed big and never gave up. Senator Gillibrand highlights an important
and pithy lesson from each woman's life--from "dare to be different" to "fight together." On the eve of the one-hundredth
anniversary of the Nineteenth Amendment, which granted women suffrage, Bold & Brave looks both backward and forward. It
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introduces children to strong women who have raised their voices on behalf of justice--and inspires them to raise their own
voices to build our future. With gorgeous illustrations by renowned artist Maira Kalman, this is a book that will inspire and
uplift, a book to be cherished and shared. The suffragists included are: Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, Sojourner
Truth, Harriet Tubman, Jovita Id r, Alice Paul, Inez Milholland, Ida B. Wells, Lucy Burns, and Mary Church Terrell.

Brave Girls Bible Stories
How can you choose what is right for you when your decision will break the heart of someone you love? Having abandoned her
childhood dream years ago, Johanna Thatcher knows what she wants from life. Discovering that her fianc was cheating on
her only convinces Johanna it’s best to maintain control and protect her heart. Despite years of distance and friction, Johanna
and her sisters, Jillian and Payton, have moved from a truce toward a fragile friendship. But then Johanna reveals she has the
one thing Jillian wants most and may never have—and Johanna doesn’t want it. As Johanna wrestles with a choice that will
change her life and her relationships with her sisters forever, the cracks in Jillian’s marriage and faith deepen. Through it all,
the Thatcher sisters must decide once and for all what it means to be family.

The Confidence Code for Girls
Although we live in an unpredictable world, God has a command for His precious daughters: Be strong and courageous—that
means be very, very BRAVE! Whether your Brave Girl is girly or sporty, book-smart or heart-smart, the superstar or the shy
sweetheart, every little girl is a daughter of God, and this devotional has something for her. Full of inspiring stories and
devotions written just for her, the Brave Girls 365-Day Devotional will help your precious girl grow stronger in her faith every
day. By walking through the pages of this devotional with her new friends Hope, Glory, Honor, Gracie, and Faith, she will
develop a deeper understanding of what a relationship with Jesus looks like in her very own life. The perfect companion to
Tommy Nelson’s Brave Girls Bible Stories, this daily devotional will help you encourage the brave girls around you to develop
a consistent habit of spending time with the Lord. Through relatable characters, fun illustrations, and easy-to-understand
writing, this devotional will surely impact your brave girls—and maybe the entire family too! Hope, Glory, Honor, Gracie, and
Faith invite you and your favorite Brave Girl to join them on the adventure of a lifetime—growing closer to Jesus!

Celebration, U.S.A.
Annie Downs admits she’s not exactly the bravest girl in the world. She still cries sometimes when she leaves her parents’
home in Georgia, she’s never jumped out of a plane, and she only rides roller coasters to impress boys. But Annie knows that
courage resides inside each and every one of us, and she’s on a mission to triumph over her own fears while encouraging the
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reader to do the same. As a single young woman, writer, speaker, and blogger, Annie Downs shares her journey toward
bravery with honesty and humor. Using wonderful stories from her own life, contemporary real-life examples, and fascinating
historical and biblical references, Annie encourages readers to grab hold of the brave life that they desperately desire. How
often does fear hold us back from the very things we most want to taste, touch, and experience? The call to be brave isn’t just
for one person—it’s for everyone. Let’s All Be Brave is more than a book, it’s a battle cry. Annie challenges us to live boldly,
she calls us to step into those places that require courage, and she gives us the help to take the next step forward—even when
it’s scary. This non-fiction, essay-driven book opens the door to many different views of courage—nudging, encouraging, and
inspiring readers to be brave whenever given the chance. Let’s All Be Brave features: • Funny/interesting stories that draw
readers into each chapter • God’s surprising answers to finding courage and boldness • Challenging questions and advice to
help readers make real-life changes to live fully and glorify God more every day. The companion Web site
(www.letsallbebrave.com) offers more resources and an opportunity for readers to share personal stories of courage with
others.

My Brave Year of Firsts
The powerful, unforgettable graphic memoir from Jarrett Krosoczka, about growing up with a drug-addicted mother, a missing
father, and two unforgettably opinionated grandparents.

Brave, Not Perfect
An exciting new brand and storybook to help girls grow into brave, confident daughters of the King. Young girls will grow in
their knowledge of the Bible and in their faith by getting to know our Brave Girls—Hope, Gracie, Glory, Faith, and Honor—five
modern-day friends who relate to today’s readers! The girls are each very different, but they all love Jesus and love each
other. They share their strengths and struggles and how they discover bravery in women in the Bible. In this full-color,
illustrated Bible storybook, the Brave Girls help readers learn important lessons from more than thirty women in the Bible,
including Eve, Sarah, Rahab, Esther, Mary, and Lydia. Through their lives, readers will learn such valuable truths as: God loves
me even when I mess up. God has a plan for me. My faith is important to me. I can share my faith. Your brave girl will love this
exciting new brand that meets the marketplace’s need for stories about real girls who are living out their faith. Written by
Jennifer Gerelds and illustrated by renowned artists Olga and Aleksey Ivanov, Brave Girls Bible Stories will soon be joined by
two 30-day devotionals—Faithful Friends and Better than Perfect—as well as the Brave Girls Study Bible. Trim Size: 7 x 9

Just Ask!
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A treasure trove of inspiring quotations in the tradition of the bestselling Whatever You Are, Be a Good One, this new ebook
from beloved author and artist Lisa Congdon gathers rousing wisdom from history's great minds on how to be bold, stay strong,
and take courage. Congdon lends her signature style of brilliant hand lettering to sage advice on such subjects as perseverance
("If you fell down yesterday, stand up today"—H.G. Wells), authenticity ("What should I be but just what I am?"—Edna St.
Vincent Millay), and confronting fear ("Not everything that is faced can be changed, but nothing can be changed until it is
faced"—James Baldwin). Filled with uplifting reminders to seize the day, Fortune Favors the Brave demonstrates that when
embarking on a new adventure, the right words of encouragement can be a priceless gift.

Brave Girl
While Frankie learns to ride a bike, tie her shoes, make new friends, try new foods, and work with her dad, she also learns that
trying new things is how she grows--and that being brave enough to do so is what growing up is all about.

As Brave As You
"Recounts how the author spent a year living gratefully, drawing on advice from psychologists, academics, doctors, and
philosophers to gain a fresh outlook that transformed her relationships, work, health, and daily life, "--Novelist.

Bold & Brave
Do you ever think you’re the only one making any sense? Or tried to reason with your partner with disastrous results? Do
long, rambling answers drive you crazy? Or does your colleague’s abrasive manner rub you the wrong way? You are not alone.
After a disastrous meeting with a highly successful entrepreneur, who was genuinely convinced he was ‘surrounded by idiots’,
communication expert and bestselling author, Thomas Erikson dedicated himself to understanding how people function and why
we often struggle to connect with certain types of people. Surrounded by Idiots is an international phenomenon, selling over 1.5
million copies worldwide. It offers a simple, yet ground-breaking method for assessing the personalities of people we
communicate with – in and out of the office – based on four personality types (Red, Blue, Green and Yellow), and provides
insights into how we can adjust the way we speak and share information. Erikson will help you understand yourself better,
hone communication and social skills, handle conflict with confidence, improve dynamics with your boss and team, and get the
best out of the people you deal with and manage. He also shares simple tricks on body language, improving written
communication, advice on when to back away or when to push on, and when to speak up or shut up. Packed with ‘aha!’ and ‘oh
no!’ moments, Surrounded by Idiots will help you understand and communicate with those around you, even people you
currently think are beyond all comprehension. And with a bit of luck you can also be confident that the idiot out there isn’t you!
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Finish the Fight!
Do all princesses live in a castle and spend their lives happy everafter with the prince? Could a princess be a working mom or
in a wheel chair? What does it really take to be a princess?

Outspoken
A Step 3 beginning-reader biography of Civil War nurse and founder of the American Red Cross Clara Barton! Meet a woman
who outgrew her girhood shyness to became a fearless "Angel of the Battlefield"! This Step 3 biography follows Clara as she
helps her brother recover from a terrible injury, overcomes her timidity and works as a teacher, and finally fights her way to
the front lines of the Civil War, where she helps soldiers wounded in battle. Clara's story is a testament to the strength and grit
of women, and is a role model who trancends history. Sarah Green's lovely and delicate illustrations render Clara's life in an
appropriate and approachable way for young readers. Step 3 Readers feature engaging characters in easy-to-follow plots about
popular topics. For children who are ready to read on their own.

The Greatest Man Who Ever Lived
An engagingly illustrated account of immigrant Clara Lemlich's pivotal role in the influential 1909 women laborer's strike
describes how she worked grueling hours to acquire an education and support her family before organizing a massive walkout
to protest the unfair working conditions in New York's garment district. 25,000 first printing.

Happier Now
When our embarrassments and fears lie, we often listen to them anyway. They thwart our gratitude, acceptance, and
compassion—our goodness. They insist, “I am not worthy.” But we are worthy—of self-discovery, personal growth, and
boundless love. With Bren Brown’s game-changing New York Times bestseller The Gifts of Imperfection—which has sold
more than 2 million copies in more than 30 different languages, and Forbes recently named one of the "Five Books That Will
Actually Change Your Outlook On Life"—we find courage to overcome paralyzing fear and self-consciousness, strengthening our
connection to the world. A motivational and inspiring guide to wholehearted living, rather than just the average self-help book,
with this groundbreaking work Bren Brown, Ph.D., bolsters the self-esteem and personal development process through her
characteristic heartfelt, honest storytelling. With original research and plenty of encouragement, she explores the psychology
of releasing our definitions of an “imperfect” life and embracing living authentically. Brown’s “ten guideposts” are benchmarks
for authenticity that can help anyone establish a practice for a life of honest beauty—a perfectly imperfect life. Now more than
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ever, we all need to cultivate feelings of self-worth, as well as acceptance and love for ourselves. In a world where insults,
criticisms, and fears are spread too generously alongside messages of unrealistic beauty, attainment, and expectation, we look
for ways to “dig deep” and find truth and gratitude in our lives. A new way forward means we can’t hold on too tightly to our
own self-defeating thoughts or the displaced pain in our world. Instead, we can embrace the imperfection.

Brave, Not Perfect
Do you ever feel crushed under the weight of your own expectations? Have you ever passed up an opportunity because you're
afraid you won't immediately excel at it? Saujani shows that women are taught from an early age to play it safe, rewarded for
being quiet and polite, steered to activities at which we could shine. We grow up afraid to fail, tamping down our dreams and
our opportunities for happiness. Saujani shows us how to end our love affair with perfection and rewire ourselves for bravery.
-- adapted from publisher info

The Gifts of Imperfection
Feeling different, especially as a kid, can be tough. But in the same way that different types of plants and flowers make a
garden more beautiful and enjoyable, different types of people make our world more vibrant and wonderful. In Just Ask, United
States Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor celebrates the different abilities kids (and people of all ages) have. Using her
own experience as a child who was diagnosed with diabetes, Justice Sotomayor writes about children with all sorts of
challenges--and looks at the special powers those kids have as well. As the kids work together to build a community garden,
asking questions of each other along the way, this book encourages readers to do the same- When we come across someone
who is different from us but we're not sure why, all we have to do is Just Ask.

Surrounded by Idiots
"Updated with a new afterword."--Front cover.

The Brave Art of Motherhood
"Inside of our head is where our smarts are," she said to herself, "And this princess is very smart." Chloe dreams of being a
ballerina princess. But today she is not practicing her twirls or leaping from room to room. She digs deep in her art drawer to
find what she needs to craft her very own princess ballerina. The project quickly turns into more than a simple princess
drawing. Chloe realizes that princesses are not just about beautiful hair and sparkly dresses. As her work of art comes to life,
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she discovers the qualities of character that make up her princess. When she feels insecure about an imperfection in her art,
her dad's point out that the personal quirks make her princess unique! And Chloe realizes that she is not too different from the
princess she so admires. "When you know what you want, not much can stop you." Princesses can look all kinds of ways. What
kind of princess are you? "Filled with the fuel young girls need to believe in themselves, this book carries the right message at
the right time for the next generation of brave young women. It's a must read!" - Katherine Wintsch, Founder and CEO of The
Mom Complex "a breath of fresh air for children of different ages, providing the very essence that children can have dreams
and be very creative with those dreams."- Erika Tranfield, Director and Co-founder of Pride Angel

Choose Wonder Over Worry
Ladies! This pocket guide fits in your purse! Just what is your greatest career potential? No matter how you define your
greatest career potential, you are the only one who can write and define the definition and the only one who can add and
change the definition when needed. This pocket guide is meant to give you tips on how to achieve your greatest potential for
the entire length of your career history.

Let's All Be Brave
Celebrate the courage and bravery in every child with Be Brave Little One, from the bestselling author of If I Could Keep You
Little. Perfect for cheering someone on, this story affirms how bravery can show up in all different ways! When I look at you,
shining bright as the sun, I wish for you this be brave little one! Share this inspiring message at every special occasion in a
young child's life! Be Brave Little One makes for the perfect: Baby shower gift Preschool graduation gift Kindergarten
graduation gift First day of school gift When times are tough, this is the perfect preemie or NICU baby book for families
seeking an encouraging and heartfelt message of bravery.

Fortune Favors the Brave
The founder of Girls Who Code, a nonprofit that prepares underserved girls for careers in science and technology, charts the
paths of accomplished women and encourages all women to take risks, embrace failure, compete and build support through a
21st-century sisterhood. 30,000 first printing.

Manifesting Made Easy
An illustrated biographical compilation of over fifty African American women from the 1700s through to the present day.
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Alice's Farm
“Amber Rae’s very personal journey of moving from self limiting beliefs to her true self offers inspiring insights and lessons
for anyone wanting to unfold their infinite potential." —Deepak Chopra “The one advice book you should read—even if you don’t
like self-help.”—Bustle “Amber Rae's book is a revelation. She's the Elizabeth Gilbert of her generation.”—Stacy London Let’s be
real. Life is filled with twists and turns, fears and doubts, messy and magical moments. Without a “rule book” for how to thrive
in today’s world, it leaves many of us feeling all the feels without having a clear sense of direction. Research even shows that
the average adult spends 80% of their time with regret about the past or anxiety about the future. That’s where choosing
wonder comes in. Whether you hate your work and are wondering WTF to do with your life, are building the dream but feel
stifled by fear and doubt, or know there’s more to life but don’t know where to start, Choose Wonder Over Worry will guide
you to face your fears and unlock your gifts—no matter what’s standing in the way. Inside, you’ll learn: — How to overcome the
habit we spend the majority of our time on: worrying — How to navigate fear, self-doubt, impostor syndrome, perfectionism, and
all the feels — A simple tool for turning envy into inspiration — Practices for bouncing back from rejection and critics — What to
do if you have too many ideas, but don’t know how to choose — The difference between “getting ahead” and “coming alive”
(and how to create success on your terms) — A fail-proof way to tame your inner critic and access your inner wisdom No one
is perfect. This journey is messy, and wherever you are—you are not alone. That’s why Choose Wonder Over Worry is jampacked with personal stories and vulnerable moments. It’s like sitting down and sharing a glass of wine with your wise bestie,
swapping I-can’t-believe-I’m-about-to-share-this stories. Like how Amber went from raging in a bottomless hole of
comparison, insecurity and doubt—to using that envy as inspiration to find her path. Choose Wonder Over Worry shares the
most important lesson of all: Don’t die with your gifts still inside. There’s a gift inside of you that deserves to see the light of
day, and “choosing wonder over worry” is a mindset, practice, and compass to unlock the gift that only you can give. Worry or
Wonder: which will you choose?

Brave Clara Barton
Mazer teaches you to free yourself from the limiting beliefs that prevent you from achieving the abundance you deserve. She
takes you step by step through the process of manifesting, so that you can signal to the universe that you're ready for good
things to come your way.

The Truly Brave Princesses
The actress, comedian, and podcaster extraordinaire's guide to being a #brave, bikini-wearing badass. If you’ve ever seen a
fat person post a bikini shot on social media, you already know that they are #verybrave, because apparently existing in a fat
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body in public is #brave. I, Nicole Byer, wrote this book to 1. share my impressive bikini collection and my hot body with the
world and 2. help other people feel #brave by embracing their body as it is. In this book, I share my journey to becoming
#brave, give you my hot tips and tricks—on how to find the perfect bikini, how to find your own #bravery, and how to handle
haters—and serve you over 100 bikini looks.

Brave. Black. First
Are you done with the mansplaining? Have you been interrupted one too many times? Don’t stop talking. Take your voice back.
Women’s voices aren’t being heard—at work, at home, in public, and in every facet of their lives. When they speak up, they’re
seen as pushy, loud, and too much. When quiet, they’re dismissed as meek and mild. Everywhere they turn, they’re confronted
by the assumptions of a male-dominated world. From the Supreme Court to the conference room to the classroom, women are
interrupted far more often than their male counterparts. In the lab, researchers found that female executives who speak more
often than their peers are rated 14 percent less competent, while male executives who do the same enjoy a 10 percent
competency bump. In Outspoken, Veronica Rueckert—a Peabody Award–winning former host at Wisconsin Public Radio, trained
opera singer, and communications coach—teaches women to recognize the value of their voices and tap into their inherent
power, potential, and capacity for self-expression. Detailing how to communicate in meetings, converse around the dinner table,
and dominate political debates, Outspoken provides readers with the tools, guidance, and encouragement they need to learn to
love their voices and rise to the obligation to share them with the world. Outspoken is a substantive yet entertaining analysis of
why women still haven’t been fully granted the right to speak, and a guide to how we can start changing the culture of silence.
Positive, instructive, and supportive, this welcome and much-needed handbook will help reshape the world and make it better
for women—and for everyone. It’s time to stop shutting up and start speaking out.

Brave Girls 365-Day Devotional
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER * Inspired by her popular TED Talk, the founder and CEO of Girls Who Code urges women to
embrace imperfection and live a bolder, more authentic life. "A timely message for women of all ages: Perfection isn't just
impossible but, worse, insidious."--Angela Duckworth, bestselling author of Grit Imagine if you lived without the fear of not
being good enough. If you didn't care how your life looked on Instagram. If you could let go of the guilt and stop beating
yourself up for making human mistakes. Imagine if, in every decision you faced, you took the bolder path? As women, too many
of us feel crushed under the weight of our own expectations. We run ourselves ragged trying to please everyone, pass up
opportunities that scare us, and avoid rejection at all costs. There's a reason we act this way, Saujani says. As girls, we were
taught to play it safe. Well-meaning parents and teachers praised us for being quiet and polite, urged us to be careful so we
didn't get hurt, and steered us to activities at which we could shine. As a result, we grew up to be women who are afraid to fail.
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It's time to stop letting our fears drown out our dreams and narrow our world, along with our chance at happiness. By choosing
bravery over perfection, we can find the power to claim our voice, to leave behind what makes us unhappy, and to go for the
things we genuinely, passionately want. Perfection may set us on a path that feels safe, but bravery leads us to the one we're
authentically meant to follow. In Brave, Not Perfect,Saujani shares powerful insights and practices to help us let go of our need
for perfection and make bravery a lifelong habit. By being brave, not perfect, we can all become the authors of our best and
most joyful life.

Be Brave Little One
"When two brothers decide to prove how brave they are, everything backfires--literally"--

A Brown Girls Guide to Employment and Networking
Examines the cultural war in America between those who embrace traditional values and those who want to transform America
into a "secular-progressive" nation, discussing such topics as the media, the War on Terror, religion, and self-interest.
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